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PCMC 4th of July Picnic - Photos by Tiffany Dagan, John Campbell, and Helen Heathman
The weather this 4th of July actually cooperated, and it was a beautiful day for a picnic at Dick and Karens house. Their front yard 
became an impromptu Mustang car show as everyone brought their ponies, and Dick had set up a golf tournament in his yard for 
those wanting to try their hand at some wiffle golf. Everyone had a great time getting to see friends that we hadn’t seen in a while, 
even if it was from behind a mask. Thank you to Dick and Karen for hosting the event. 

A small group of friends and club members met at The Ram at Kent Station to help celebrate John and Marilyn Campbell’s 49th 
Wedding Anniversary. The weather was nice, so we were able to eat outside on the patio. Happy Anniversary to you both, and we 
hope to have a bigger celebration for your 50th next year!
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1965 Shelby Mustang Sells For A 
Record $3.85 Million At Mecum 
Auctions
by Jason Fogelson, Forbes Contributor, https://www.forbes.com/
sites/jasonfogelson/2020/07/21/1965-shelby-mustang-sells-for-a-
record-385-million-at-mecum-auctions/#2e6504a01a1d

A 1965 racing prototype Shelby GT350R sold at last week’s Mecum Auctions 
Indianapolis event for $3,850,000, the highest price paid for a Ford Mustang 
at auction to date. It’s been a good year for Mustang sales, coming on the 
heels of the sale of a 1968 Ford Mustang GT. That car, alongside its driver, 
Steve McQueen, was the star of the film “Bullitt,” and was arguably the most 
famous Mustang of all time. The Bullitt Mustang sold at Mecum’s January 2020 
Kissimmee auction for $3,740,000, setting a Mustang record that seemed secure 
at the time. 

The Shelby GT350R, chassis number 5R002, has a history and provenance 
that includes some of the biggest names in racing. First and foremost, it was a 
prototype and racing vehicle prepared under the supervision of Carroll Shelby, 
and was the first Shelby Mustang R-model ever produced. It went on to be the 
first Shelby Mustang to win a race.

With driver Ken Miles behind the wheel on February 14, 1965, the GT350R won 
the B Production races at Green Valley Raceway. Miles, who was portrayed by 
Christian Bale in the 2019 film “Ford vs. Ferrari,” drove so assertively that the 
Mustang literally left the ground racing over a rise in the track, a feat that was 
captured in a photograph that led to the nickname “Flying Mustang.” This came 
at a time when the motto “Race on Sunday, sell on Monday” connected auto 
racing and showroom sales, and helped to boost the popularity of the Mustang 
in its earliest days.

Following Miles in the driver’s seat, several legends of the race track took their 
turns with 5R002. Bob Bondurant, Jerry Titus, Peter Brock, Chuck Cantwell and 
Bill Clawson raced in the coupe. The car has changed hands a number of times 
over the years, moving from California to Michigan to Texas, and settling for a 
time in Mexico. In 1989, 5R002 returned to the United States, and found its way 
to the Shelby American Museum in Boulder, Colorado.

Collector John Atzbach, an antique dealer who is a leading authority in the 
field of Russian art, bought the car in 2010, and commissioned a full restoration 
to February 1965 condition by John Brown of Thoroughbred Restorations in 
Oklahoma City. The process took four years, and used mountains of research 
and information from documents and first-hand accounts from the car’s 
creators.

The restored 5R002 made its debut at the 2014 Amelia Island Concours, where 
it won Best in Class for its division. In the years since, the car has been shown at 
numerous significant events, like the 2015 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance 
and the 2016 North American International Auto Show, and has been featured 
in advertisements and magazines. 

The buyer of the Shelby GT350R remains anonymous so far. According to 
Mecum Auctions, the transaction was conducted by phone.

For more info, photos, and videos, 
visit https://www.mecum.com/

lots/SC0520-414695/1965-shelby-
gt350r-prototype/
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Keeping Your Parked Car Ready to Roll: How To Maintain 
Your Vehicle and Battery for Storage or Infrequent Driving
by AAA.com, https://blog.wa.aaa.com/travel/travel-tips/keeping-your-parked-car-ready-to-roll/

With travel plans on hold in the past 
few months, more vehicles remained 
in driveways and garages than 
whizzing down highways. Taking a 
few steps now will pave the way for 
a trouble-free start when we’re ready 
to hit the road again.

TIME TO RECHARGE
The No. 1 concern is the battery. 
Features such as keyless entry, 
onboard computers and memory 
settings for power seats can drain 
the battery in as little time as one 
week without driving. Invest in a battery tender, a device that plugs into a wall and delivers enough power to the battery to keep it 
charged, which protects against deterioration. Solar tenders are an option for vehicles that can’t be stored near a power outlet.

AAA members can have a battery service technician run a battery system health test and make sure battery terminals are tight, 
clean and free of corrosion. They may also be able to install a battery tender if they have one in their truck.

PLAN FOR LONGER TERM
Make sure to keep your car insured while it’s stored, as even stationary vehicles are susceptible to damage. Ask your insurance 
company if they offer lower rates for vehicles in storage.

Keeping your vehicle indoors in a cool, dry place to protect it from the elements is ideal. If outdoor storage is your only option, 
avoid parking your vehicle under a tree or near any other hazards. Try to park on a level surface or use wheel chocks so you can 
disengage the parking brake, as brakes can rust and seize up over time. Consider putting steel wool over your exhaust pipe and air 
intakes so rodents don’t climb inside and make a nest (and leave a note in the car reminding you to remove it later).

Clean the vehicle thoroughly inside and out, because trash can attract critters and a dirty exterior can cause paint problems over 
time. For more protection, consider a car cover or fresh coat of wax.

TEMPERATURE TAKES A TOLL
Fluctuating temperatures, can cause changes in tire pressure over time and lead to flat spots. Before storing your car, inflate your 
tires to the manufacturer’s recommended pressure, and consider adding 10 PSI to avoid flat spots. Don’t forget to check your spare, 
but there’s no need to overinflate it because there’s no weight on the tire.

Changes in temperature can also affect oil deterioration. Just because your vehicle won’t be driven, that doesn’t mean it pushes 
back your need for an oil change. Consider getting one prior to storing your vehicle to remove acid and other contaminants that 
can cause corrosion. Top up your fluids and fill the gas tank up to prevent moisture buildup.

READY TO GO
When it comes time to hit the road, make sure to undo all the steps you’ve taken to store away your vehicle (a checklist at the 
beginning will help refresh your memory).

Check for rodents and inspect windshield wipers for cracks. Make sure to check the tire pressure, fluids and disconnect the battery 
tender.

Wash your car inside and out to remove any dust and dirt so you have a clean start before finally hitting the road.
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Ridgid floor standing band saw:  Standard 93 1/2” blade, 13 1/2” throat.  3/4HP motor can be wired 120 or 240V.  Cast iron 
frame and table.  “Cool Block” guides installed.  Used very little and is in excellent condition. Comes with extra blades. 
Mounted on rolling platform.  Usually sells for $379, asking $250.

Central Pneumatic (Harbor Freight) brand floor mount steel blast cabinet:  Used for one restoration project.  Internal 
lighting and hookup for vacuum to reduce dust.  Comes with aluminum oxide, glass beads, plastic media abrasive, and walnut 
shell media.  This cabinet is in excellent condition.  Usually available on sale at Harbor Freight for $190, asking $115.

Contractor’s Choice 22 gallon vertical air compressor:  5 HP peak, 5 CFM @ 90 PSI.  This is in great condition.  Was used 
briefly for a restoration project.  The vertical tank mount means less garage space taken up.  This type of compressor normally 
sells for around $220.  Asking $115.

Contact Bruce McKibben at bruce.mckibben@comcast.net

2004 40th Anniversary Edition Mustang V-6, Convertible – needs a little TLC and will need to be picked 
up in Bellingham, Washington between 8/4-8/10.  Would love for this car to go to someone that would 
enjoy it. $1200 or best offer. New tires 2018 and replaced top 2018.

Contact: Cristie, 972-539-1390

FOR SALE



7 Awesome Car Museums to 
See While You’re Working 
From Home
By Jake Lingeman, Autoweek.com - https://www.
autoweek.com/car-life/events/g31668001/7-awesome-
car-museums-to-see-while-youre-working-from-home/

So, you’re stuck at home “working,” but you have a few minutes 
to kill. Why not take a spin through one of these amazing 
automobile museums across the world (most are closed for the 
time being, anyway). Thanks to the magic of YouTube, now 
you can! Be it German engineering, the artistry of the Italian 
automakers, or proper McLaren speed, they’re all here. Full 
warning, some have a voiceover, some don’t, and some aren’t 
in English. But you’ll be able to see the exhibits just fine.
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Mercedes-Benz Museum
The Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart, Germany, has been 
welcoming guests since 2006. The museum focuses not just on 
the vehicles of the company’s past, but also on what historical 
events were occurring at the same time. You can take the entire 
virtual tour here.

Mazda Museum at Hiroshima
The Mazda Museum in Hiroshima sits in the footprint of the 
factory and features, as we described, tons of delightfully weird 
motorized creations from the company’s past, as well as the 
modern stuff we know and love. Guys, there’s a room with 
every rotary engine the company ever created. Also, Miatas and 
the 787B.

Porsche Museum
This Porsche Museum tour is from YouTube automotive star 
Shmee150 and has almost a half-million views. The museum 
has everything from Porsche’s first vehicles to its racing greats 
and modern marvels. There are at least 80 vehicles on display 
along with many other small exhibits.

Ferrari Museums in Modena and Maranello
This eight-minute video takes you to both Ferrari museums 
in Italy. The first is in Modena and features the house that 
Enzo Ferrari was raised in along with the company’s lineup of 
magnificent engines. Later our host goes to the Ferrari factory 
museum in Maranello to see some rare motorcycles, race cars 
and more modern machinery.

BMW Museum
The BMW Museum has been open since 1973 and is one of 
the most frequently visited company museums in Germany. It 
features 120 original exhibits along with traveling exhibits with 
other varying topics. There’s no host or voiceover in this video, 
so you’re free to enjoy the visuals as you would if you were 
attending.            (continued on next page...)
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7 Awesome Car Museums to 
See While You’re Working 
From Home (continued)
By Jake Lingeman, Autoweek.com - https://www.
autoweek.com/car-life/events/g31668001/7-awesome-
car-museums-to-see-while-youre-working-from-home/

Lamborghini Factory and Museum Tour
The Lamborghini Museum in Sant’Agata Bolognese brings 
50 years of innovation in Raging Bull form. The museum has 
interactive features and driving simulators, in addition to the 
standard fare. You can also take a tour of the production lines, 
including where the Huracan’s V10 and the Aventador’s V12 
are built.

McLaren Technology Centre
This tour is a little more special than the rest because usually, 
the public can’t get in to the McLaren Technical Centre due 
to, you know, secret racing technology. There are special 
occasions, and you can get in if you’re a McLaren VIP, but 
these 19 minutes are probably the closest you and I can get. The 
“boulevard,” as MTC calls it, features tons of Formula 1 and 
street cars, including a few special editions that you won’t see 
anywhere else.

To check out all the YouTube videos in one 
place, visit https://www.autoweek.com/car-life/
events/g31668001/7-awesome-car-museums-to-

see-while-youre-working-from-home/
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Unexpected Uses for WD-40
Submitted by PCMC Member Vickie Willson

Leftover adhesive. You know that annoying adhesive that’s left 
behind after you pull the tape off? WD-40 can be used to remove it. 
Just spray and wipe – a little elbow grease might be needed.

Icy windshields. WD-40 was designed as a water repellant, so 
applying a light coating of WD-40 on your windshield, before the ice 
comes, can make defrosting the windshield easier on cold mornings.

Removing gum. The viscous oil and hydrocarbons that make up 
WD-40 are ideal to remove sticky gum from the soles of shoes. 
Lipstick stains. WD-40 can act as a great pre-wash for lipstick stains 
to help lift it from the fabric.

Rusty locks. Well, obviously WD-40 helps loosen rusty bolts, but 
it can also come in handy for rusty padlocks and keys. Like a rusty 
bolt, try to work the WD-40 into the rusty parts and a little tinkering 
should loosen the rust right up!

Keeping scissors sharp. Not many things are as satisfying as a 
smooth cut with a pair of scissors. However, scissors can get dull and 
dirty and begin to stick together. Use your trusty WD-40 to smooth 
those blades out and keep those cuts sharp.

Cleaning sneakers. WD-40 was originally intended to keep the 
mechanics on missiles from rusting and corroding from dirt, which 
means this same idea can be applied to many other things. Need a 
way to keep your new “kicks” looking fresh, apply WD-40 to help 
keep dirt off, or easily remove dirt that’s already on an older pair.

Polish silver. Many people love the look of silver dishes or silverware, 
but the metal can tarnish easily over time. Like its use to keep dirt off 
surfaces, WD-40 can help you polish that silver to give it that like-
new sheen all over again.

Toilet bowl cleaner. Depending on the water in your community, 
your toilet can get those hard-to-clean streaks and stains on the bowl. 
But thanks to WD-40, you can spray those down and clean off those 
hard-water stains, as well as add a protective layer to keep them from 
building up so fast.

Keep wasp nests away. Wasps and yellow jackets love to surprise you 
in the summertime, but WD-40 can help you keep their nests away. 
Just spray the underside of eaves and overhangs, and the little stingers 
won’t be able to build their nests there. You’re welcome.

Water resisting your shoes. Just like you can use WD-40 on a 
windshield as a barrier against rain and snow, you can spray your 
new shoes to help keep them more water-resistant. Obviously, this 
won’t work on the mesh parts, but the rubber and foam parts will 
definitely repel the elements better than before.

Cockroach killer. Got a bug problem? According to Reader’s Digest, 
WD-40 will instantly kill cockroaches with just a light spray. Or a lot 
of spray. Whatever makes you feel confident that they’re not coming 
back.

Improved filters. If you’re looking to add a little boost to your air 
conditioner’s filtering power, WD-40 will do the trick. Spraying the 
filter gives it extra stickiness that will catch more particles of dirt and 
dust. “Breathe cleaner with WD-40!” is a great marketing campaign.

Remove bumper stickers. Just like adhesive residue or gum, old 
bumper stickers have finally met their match when up against WD-
40. The secretive WD-40 recipe — known only to the makers because 
they never patented the formula — helps remove adhesive from your 
delicate car paint.

Remove road tar. Similar to removing stickers from your bumper, 
another damaging substance that can make its way onto your vehicle 
is road tar. But, you guessed it: WD-40 is your saving grace against 
the nasty substance.

Fridge mildew. Mildew in a refrigerator can be a gross and pesky 
problem. You can think you’ve got it taken care of, but it keeps 
coming back month after month. However, WD-40 is said to help 
protect against mildew growth. Just spray the area and wipe it down. 
The oil should help keep the mildew away.

Keeping bugs away. WD-40 can be used as an unnatural insect 
repellant. Many users have said WD-40 around their windowsills 
helps keep little creepy-crawlers away from your windows. That can 
be a real blessing in disguise during the warmer summer months!

Protecting bird feeder. Have a pesky squirrel who keeps stealing the 
birds’ food? Use WD-40 on the string or shaft that hangs the feeder. 
The squirrel will have trouble climbing the slick surface with its tiny 
claws.

Water stains. Water stains in the bathroom can be a ghastly thing to 
behold every time you get into the shower, and regular washing either 
doesn’t do the trick or you have to scrub and scrub. But WD-40 can 
help remove those stains far easier than regular soap and water.

Tea stains. Tea has so many healthy benefits for humans that we all 
should be drinking it regularly, but it unfortunately tends to stain 
surfaces almost as easy as coffee. If you have dark rings on your 
countertops that just won’t come off with soap and water, give WD-
40 a try. We’ve seen reports that this can do the trick and help you get 
rid of the stains.
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Give Your Kids the Gift of 
Automotive Repair Skills 
While You’re Home Together
By Roberto Baldwin, Car and Driver - https://www.
caranddriver.com/news/a31707155/how-to-teach-
children-kids-automotive-repair-skills/

Schools are closing, and the kids are at home. Educators are 
scrambling to come up with at-home lesson plans that should take up 
some of the day, but then what? You’re at home, they’re at home, and 
there are only so many Tik-Tok videos a young brain can consume 
before your kids are more dance meme than human.

To counter the effects of prolonged social media, why not teach your 
kids something more useful than lip-syncing to a song: how to work 
on a car.

It’s easy to point and laugh at the generational gap in automotive 
knowledge. Millennials and members of Gen Z can’t drive a manual 
transmission or change a tire. Oh, the hilarious memes. Yet that 
information wasn’t just bestowed upon Gen Xers and Boomers as we 
emerged from the womb or gleaned from ancient runes handed down 
by the Haynes overlords. Someone taught us how to turn a wrench, 
and for many, that person was a parent. Now’s a good opportunity to 
be that parent for your own kids.

It’s best to start slow. In other words, maybe don’t start with rebuilding 
an engine. Instead, begin with the bare necessities. You can even sing 
the song from the Jungle Book if you like. Sadly though, unless a song 
is from Frozen they won’t know it. But that’s a whole other thing you 
need to teach your offspring.

Changing a tire should be one of the first skills any driver should 
have. I’ve seen too many people jack the car up and then try to loosen 
the lug nuts. Don’t let your kid be one of those people. Remind your 
child that this is something they will have to do at some point in their 
life. If they counter that they can figure it out on YouTube or AAA can 
handle this for them, explain that cell coverage isn’t everywhere and 
tow trucks can sometimes take hours to reach someone in need.

Keep the garage school going by passing along the proper way to 
jump-start a car, how to check the fluids, when and how to replace 
brake pads. Even changing the oil should be covered. But space it 
out with one item per day. Don’t try to cram everything into one 
day. Most important, be patient. Give them an opportunity to make 
mistakes and tell them where they went wrong. It’s best to give them 
time to figure it out now rather than when they’re stuck alongside the 
road.

As you progress, don’t be overly concerned if you’re not actually the 
best mechanic. Turns out, YouTube is a wealth of knowledge. If there’s 
a task to be done on a vehicle, there’s probably someone out there who 
shot a detailed video on how to fix that item. For example, I inherited 
a 2004 Jaguar X-type (long story) and it desperately needs new 
shocks. Turns out, there’s a video for that.

Also, the best present my dad ever gave me was the shop manual for 
a 1990 Honda Civic right after I bought it. That well worn, oil-stained 
book helped me change the timing belt, replace the distributor, and 
swap out the transmission. Shop manuals are tough to come by these 
days, but if you can get one, snap it up and hand it to a child. The 
schematics alone will keep the most inquisitive kid busy for hours.

It might be easy at first, but expect at least some pushback. Both 
my parents worked on our cars, and I was usually recruited to help. 
Sometimes I was happy about it. Others, not so much. As a teenager, I 
wasn’t always keen to hand my dad tools and help pull an engine on a 
Saturday. I swore I’d just take my car to a shop when it broke down. I 
did exactly that and was ripped off. After that, the value of working on 
a car made a lot more sense.

Then something else happened. Working on cars became an escape, 
a way to focus on one task that had a tangible, satisfying conclusion. 
The sense of accomplishment when you fix something on your vehicle 
is intoxicating. I’ve seen folks who have never worked on their cars 
before perform some routine maintenance and walk away with a smile 
on their face and desire to do more. This is the gift you’re giving your 
kid.

This is also a good time to tell them about the importance of buying 
quality tools. I still have scars on my knuckles from the horrible 
ratchet set I bought at a 24-hour discount supermarket in the desert 
when my Datsun roadster’s alternator decided to stop charging the 
battery. Or better yet, give them their own tools. Although toilet 
paper, hand sanitizer, and wipes are in short supply right now, tools 
and parts are still available from online retailers. I can have brake pads 
for my Subaru BRZ delivered to my house by Saturday. Any tools I 
need (because you can never have too many tools), they’ll be here at 
the latest next week but most by this weekend.

Being a kid stuck at home with your parents for potentially weeks 
on end sounds horrifying. But for a parent or guardian, it’s an 
opportunity to bond over something that you love, and a chance to 
share the ability to solve problems and follow directions in a familiar 
environment. They may not come out this trying to figure out how 
to do an LS swap on your CR-V, but they will have the knowledge on 
how to perform routine maintenance on their own cars.

Then maybe later, you can teach them to drive a manual transmission. 
The future only knows what it’s been taught.



PCMC Advertising
Classified Ads:  (Cars/Parts only)
• Listing in newsletter (approx. 1/4 page ad) and on website, 

includes description and up to 3 photos.
• PCMC Members: FREE
• Non-Members: $10 per month  (2 month minimum)

Commercial Ads: (same for members/non-members)
• $120 per year for newsletter OR website, $200 per year for 

both
• Runs consecutively for 12 calendar months.
• Business card size (3.5” w x 2” h)

Advertising Terms:
• Payment must be received in full in advance of ad run.
• No refunds once payment is received or if item sells early.
• Questions? PCMCpegasus@gmail.com
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425-970-4625  
orders@dreamworksprints.com

Spot the Difference
We’ve picked some – challenging – photos from our library and made five cheeky changes to the 

original image. Can you spot them all? 
For more activities, check out the Ford For Kids Activity Book at https://corporate.ford.com/ford-for-

kids-activity-book.html or http://www.fordfamilyfunhub.com/
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About Pacific Cascade Mustang Club
Based in Kent, Washington, Pacific Cascade Mustang Club is the only original 
Mustang club in the Puget Sound area, and the oldest Mustang club in the 
nation. We are a group of Mustang and Ford enthusiasts who are dedicated to 
the enjoyment and preservation of Mustangs young, old and in between. 

Membership Meetings
Meetings are held the first Friday of every month at 7:00pm at Bowen Scarff 
Ford in Kent (1157 Central Avenue North). 

Community Support
Pacific Cascade Mustang Club has donated tens of thousands of dollars 
over the years to support local charities through our activities, events and 
annual car show. We have supported Pediatric Interim Care Center in Kent, 
Northwest Harvest, Kent Firefighters Toys for Joy Drive, Juvenile Diabetes 
Research Foundation and the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, among others.

Annual Car Show
PCMC and Bowen Scarff Ford in Kent host our annual All Ford Show and 
Mustang Roundup in August. The show is open to all Ford, Lincoln and 
Mercury-powered vehicles.

Tours and Events
PCMC takes part in numerous events including garage tours, recreational 
outings, car show caravans, tech sessions and a monthly dinner night out. 
Dinner night out takes place on the 13th of every month. If the 13th falls on a 
weekend, we try to organize a local trip or tour for the day. 

Tech Sessions
The club hosts various tech sessions for members to learn more about 
restoring, repairing and maintaining their Mustangs. Tech sessions are 
typically held on an as-needed basis and have included topics like cleaning and 
detailing, front-end suspension, electrical, wiring, brakes and differentials. 

Membership 
Requirements
• Attend 2 functions, 

one of which must be a 
membership meeting.

• Be a currently licensed 
driver with valid insurance.

• Own, drive, or be an 
enthusiast of Mustangs 
or Ford-powered vehicles 
and have a desire to enjoy 
companionship with 
other Mustang and Ford 
enthusiasts.

• Pay dues of $20 per 
household per year. 

If you are interested in joining 
Pacific Cascade Mustang Club, 
please contact our Membership 
Chair, Jacoba Astorga, at 
jcastorga13@outlook.com.

PacificCascadeMustangClub.org

Mailing Address:
Pacific Cascade 
Mustang Club
P.O. Box 58582

Renton, WA 98058


